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Helping care givers 
flourish in their work



Our time together…



Wise 
Wellbeing 
Practices



1) Evidence-based 
2) Preference-aligned 
3) Life style-compatible





What is 
wellbeing?
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Abstract
After over 70 years of research on the association between stressful life events
and health, it is generally accepted that we have a good understanding of the
role of stressors in disease risk. In this review, we highlight that knowledge
but also emphasize misunderstandings and weaknesses in this literature with
the hope of triggering further theoretical and empirical development. We
organize this review in a somewhat provocative manner, with each section
focusing on an important issue in the literature where we feel that there
has been some misunderstanding of the evidence and its implications. Issues
that we address include the definition of a stressful event, characteristics of
diseases that are impacted by events, differences in the effects of chronic and
acute events, the cumulative effects of events, differences in events across the
life course, differences in events for men and women, resilience to events,
and methodological challenges in the literature.
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Fact 2: Stressful Events Can Impact Most Diseases Fact 4: Stressful Events Do Not Fall Randomly from the Sky Fact 7: Chronic Stressful Events Are Worse than Acute Ones 
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Abstract
We review the definitions, predictors, and biobehavioral determinants
of successful aging, as well as the evidence for and mechanisms of under-
lying selected interventions to enhance cognitive and emotional health
in older adults. Defining successful aging has proven difficult, with dis-
crepancies seen among biomedical, psychological, and lay perspectives.
Although consensus is lacking, a number of studies have examined the
genetic, lifestyle, and social determinants of operationalized determi-
nants of successful aging; qualitative examinations of the meaning of the
construct have also been conducted. The determinants coincide with
fundamental aspects of aging. Recent clinical trials suggest that caloric
restriction, physical activity, cognitive intervention, stress reduction,
and social programs may enhance cognitive and emotional health in
older people.
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HARDINESS ADAPTABILITY
& GROWTH

BURNOUT



•Weaker with use
•Stronger with “practice”



Resilience 
declines over the 
course of a day



On busy days, 
resilience declines 

even more.



Sunday morning



?
Reflect on a recent “good” 
day, and a recent “difficult” 
day.  

What makes days “good”? 
What makes days “difficult”?
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AUTHENTICITY

THRIVINGDAILY
WELLBEING

RESILIENCESELF-
INTEGRITY DIGNITY

QUIET
SELF



“Fit”

Authentic 
Pastoral 
Identity



Our life narrative



Exemplars



Wise Guides
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PURPOSE

SOCIAL
CONNECTION



AUTHENTICITY

DAILY
WELLBEING

RESILIENCE

CONNECTION

Connection
to truth &
goodness

Connection
to impactful

action

Connection
to community,

belonging
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? What helps you to be at 
your best in ministry?
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Wellbeing 
Resources



flourishinginministry.org
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Wise 
Wellbeing 
Practices



1) Evidence-based 
2) Preference-aligned 
3) Life style-compatible





3 Essentials 
for fostering wellbeing



Small steps 
Step back 
Step together



Small steps:

Small steps add up, 
over time, to big 
changes in 
wellbeing

Small steps add up, 
over time, to big 
changes in wellbeing.



Take five for 
flourishing!5





Step back: 

Move from autopilot 
to awareness
Move from autopilot to 
awareness.



Map your days



September
•High point

•Low point

•High point

•Low point



September
•Pattern in high points?

•Pattern in low points?

•Pattern in high points?

•Pattern in low points?



Life journaling



Step together: 

Nurture ecosystems 
of wellbeing.
Nurture ecosystems 
of wellbeing.



Self-care…



Find a least 
one person to 
journey with.



! Create your wellbeing 
profile.
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Wise 
Wellbeing 
Practices



3 Essentials 
for fostering wellbeing



Small steps 
Step back 
Step together



Wise Wellbeing 
Practices5



Know your 
wellbeing1





Choose 
wisely2



Receptive strategy: 
Builds self-awareness and 

enhance adaptability.

Engaged strategy: 
Fosters positive 

goals and action.

Joyful strategy: 
Boosts and sustains 
optimism and hope.

&RQȴGHQW�VWUDWHJ\� 
Builds self-integrity 

and self-worth.

Dedicated strategy: 
Strengthens our connection 

to core life values and beliefs.

Connecting strategy: 
Promotes strong, 

mutually supportive 
relationships.

Tranquil strategy: 
Calms our thinking and 

emotions.

Self-Regulating strategy
xxx
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WISE WELLBEING STRATEGIES

STRATEGIES ONLY

A

B

Boosts our willpower 
and agency
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&RJQLWLYH�ñH[LELOLW\!�JHWHJP[`�[V�[OPURPUN�KPќLYLU[S �̀�[V�[HRL�KPќLYLU[�LWYZWLJ[P]LZ"��JHWHJP[`�
[V�KPZLUNHNL�MYT�ULNH[P]L�[OV\NO[Z

Acceptance!�VWLU��^PSSPUN��HJJLW[PUN�HWWYVHJO�[V�L_WLYPLUJPUN�WZ`JOVSVNPJHS�L]LU[Z"�OLSWPUN�
WLVWSL�\UKLYZ[HUK�OV^�[OL`�PU[LYHJ[�^P[O�WYVISLTH[PJ�L_WLYPLUJLZ�YH[OLY�[OHU�MVJ\ZPUN�VU�[OL�
JVU[LU[�VM�[OVZL�[OV\NO[Z�

Awareness: �KL[HJOTLU[��VIZLY]PUN�PU[LYUHS�L_WLYPLUJLZ�MYVT�H�UL\[YHS��VIQLJ[P]L�
WLYZWLJ[P]L�"�"�\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�HUK�HJRUVS^LKNPUN�OV^�L_[LYUHS�MHJ[VYZ�HYL�ZOHWPUN�
[OV\NO[Z��MLLSZ�HUK�HJ[PVUZ

Present moment focus: 
JYLH[PUN�ZSV^�H[[LU[PVU�VU�
PTTLKPH[L�L_WLYPLUJLZ

3HDFHIXO�IRFXV!�MVZ[LYPUN�JHST�
[OV\NO[Z�HUK�LTV[PVUZ�

Open mindedness!�Å\PK�
[OPURPUN��KPZLUNHNPUN�[OV\NO[Z��
JYLH[PUN�\UMVJ\ZLK�[OPURPUN

Love and acceptance: 
\UKJVUKP[PVUHS�HJJLW[HUJL��
ZLJ\YL�H[[HJOTLU[��ILSVUNPUN��
[Y\Z[

Sources of strength!�LTV[PVUHS�
Z\Z[LUHUJL��ZHML[ �̀�MVY[PÄJH[PVU��
JVWPUN�Z\WWVY[��YLZ[VYH[PVU

Growth!�LUJV\YHNLTLU[��
4PJOHLSHUNLSV�LќLJ[Z��
JHWP[HSPaPUN��HK]PJL��JV\UZLS

Transcendence: ,_WLYPLUJPUN�H^L��^VUKLY��PUZWPYH[PVU"�
:[YLUN[OLUPUN�JVUULJ[PVUZ�[V�ZWPYP[\HSP[`�YLSPNPVZP[`

Core convictions: *SHYPM �̀�Z[YLUN[OLU��JVYL�SPML�
]HS\LZ��]PY[\LZ��ILSPLMZ"�J\S[P]H[L�TVYHS�PTHNPUH[PVU�
HUK�TVYHS�LUNHNLTLU[�PU�PTWVY[HU[�SPML�W\YZ\P[LZ

&XOWLYDWLQJ�PHDQLQJ��0KLU[PM`�HUK�W\YZ\L�SPML�W\YZ\P[Z�
[OH[�HYL�JVUJVYKHU[�^P[O�SPML�NVHSZ�[OH[�HYL�JVUJVYKHU[�
JVUZPZ[LU[�^P[O�JVYL�JVU]PJ[PVUZ

3URDFWLYH�VHOI�FRQWURO!�HJJ\YH[LS`�
HU[PJPWH[PUN�ZP[\[PVUZ�HUK�WSHUUPUN�
HWWYVWYPH[L�YLZWVUZLZ��V]LYJVTPUN�OHIP[Z

6LWXDWLRQ�>FRQWURO@!�JHWHJP[`�MVY�LќLJ[P]L�
ZP[\H[PVU�ZLSLJ[PVU��ZP[\H[PVU�TVKPÄJH[PVU��
YLHWWYHPZHS���

(PRWLRQ�UHJXODWLRQ��*HWHJP[`�[V�UV[PJL�HUK�
\UKLYZ[HUK�VUL»Z�LTV[PVUZ��HUK�JOHUNL�VY�
L_WYLZZ�[OLT�HZ�HWWYVWYPH[L

Boost hope and optimism:  
0UJYLHZL�V]LYHSS�ZLUZL�VM�
VW[PTPZT��MVZ[LY�WVZP[P]L�M\[\YL�
V\[SVVR��Z[YLUN[OLU�JHWHJP[`�
[V�THPU[HPU�WVZP[P]L�V\[SVVR�PU�
KPѝJ\[�[PTLZ 

3RVLWLYH�ODEHOLQJ��changing 
[OL�^H`�WLVWSL�MYHTL��[OPUR�
HIV\[�HUK�¸UHTL¹�JOYVUPJ��
WYVISLTH[PJ�L]LU[Z�PU�[OLPY�SP]L�

%URDGHQ�DQG�EXLOG��MVZ[LYPUN�
ZWLJPÄJ�WVZP[P]L�LTV[PVUZ�[V�
JYLH[L�ZWLJPÄJ�YLZV\YJLZ

*RDO�FKRLFH!�Z[YLUN[OLUPUN�YLHZVUPUN��
OLSWPUN�WLVWSL�JSHYPM`�NVHS�JOVPJLZ�HUK�
THRL�JOVPJLZ�[OH[�HYL�HSPNULK�^P[O�[OLPY�
YLHS�WYPVYP[PLZ�

Committed action!�Z[YLUN[OLUPUN�
JVTTP[TLU[�[V�PTWVY[HU[�NVHSZ��LќLJ[P]L�
LќVY[��THRPUN�WYVNYLZZ�VU�HJOLP]PUN�
NVHSZ"�HKHW[PUN�HUK�HKQ\Z[PUN�W\YZ\P[Z�

Mindsets:
HKVW[PUN�WVZP[P]L��WYVTP[PVU�VYPLU[LK��
HWWYVHJO�VYPLU[LK���VY�NYV^[O�VYPLU[LK�
TPUKZL[Z�

'HYHORS�WUXH�VHOI�NQRZOHGJH��0KLU[PM`�HUK�JSHPT�
Z[YLUN[OZ��^LHRULZZLZ��PTWVY[HU[�WYLMLYLUJLZ��RL`�
JHWHIPSP[PLZ��WLYZVUHS�JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ

6HOI�DτUPDWLRQ��THPU[PUN PU[LNYP[`�VM�[OL�ZLSM��
Z[YLUN[OLU�NSVIHS�ZLUZL�VM�WLYZVUHS�HKLX\HJ �̀

3HUVRQDO�JURZWK��0KLU[PM`�HUK�W\YZ\L�RL`�HYLHZ�
VM�JHWHIPSP[`�KL]LSVWTLU["�NYV^�PU�WLYZVUHS�
PUZPNO[�HUK�ZLSM�\UKLYZ[HUKPUN
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Avoid too 
much media3





Take breaks4



Daily relaxation 
and detachment



Micro breaks





Take five for 
flourishing!5



End on a high 
note5



Morning Noon Evening



1. I can perform well. 
2. I enjoy or find meaningful.

“High note” job activities:



No matter where you are…

flourishinginministry.org

 

there is always a small 
step you can take.


